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EDITOR GRATEFUL

 This Editor is deeply indebted to those who helped with the information used in this Spring Edition of 
the Coal Bucket.
 The lead article about RPO cars would not have been possible without the help of Frank R. Scheer of the 
Railway Mail Service Library of Boyce, Virginia.  Also fellow Chapter Member Pat McKinney who supplied 
photos from his collection and a wealth of information about the Robert E. Hannigan car.
 Dave Seidel, who alerted me to the installation of a new turntable at Juniata shops which resulted in the 
article about Juniata Changes and also the Streamliner book review and In Memoriam for Harley Burket which 
he wrote.  
 Secretary Joe Harrella also submitted the article on the Chapter’s Christmas Party, and Social Meeting at 
Dick and Toni Charlesworth’s home.
	 Member	Jeff	Holland,	who	supplied	the	vintage	photo	of	a	trolley	car	and	bus	for	the	short	Under the 
Wire column in this issue.
 Again, THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP, Editor.
 

YOU’VE GOT MAIL
by Leonard E. Alwine

 Long before these words became the norm for persons using computers, people opened their metal mail 
boxes each day to receive letters and bills put there by the postman.
 This past daily service was pretty good for in city deliveries, but deliveries from other towns could take 
days or even longer as the mail was carried by Pony Express or Stage Coach Lines.
	 Perhaps	the	first	exception	to	this	was	in	1830	when	a	steam	engine	built	by	Peter	Cooper	named	the	
“Tom Thumb” was raced by him against the horse drawn stage coach of the Stockton and Stokes, a mail hauling 
line.		It	was	a	13	mile	race	and	the	horses	won	on	that	day.

	 But	by	January	15,	1831,	on	the	South	Carolina	Railroad	mail	was	being	hauled	from	Columbia	to	Bam-
berg,	South	Carolina.		In	1832,	mail	was	being	hauled	on	railroad	cars	from	Philadelphia	to	Lancaster	with	the	
railroad	being	paid	$400	a	year	for	the	service.
	 January	1,	1838,	the	post	office	issued	the	first	official	mail	route	on	the	Reading	Railroad	to	carry	mail	
from	Philadelphia	to	Mach	Chank,	PA,	a	distance	of	117	miles.		Of	course,	this	mail	was	bagged	and	just	carried	
from town to town.
	 In	the	1860’s	Assistant	Postmaster	William	Davis	experimented	with	sorting	mail	while	enroute	on	the	
trains of the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad (later part of the Burlington and Northern).

An old post card from 
the	early	1950’s	showing	

the steam engine “Tom Thumb”.



	 In	1862,	Davis	began	a	run	from	Palmyra	to	St.	Joseph	on	July	26th	and	this	is	recorded	as	the	first	Rail	
Post	Office	Car.
	 The	first	all	mail	train	with	sorting	aboard	was	the	New	York	Central	Fast	Mail	Train	running	between	
New	York	and	Chicago	in	1875.
 The use of RPO cars grew in numbers and eventually they were included on most passenger trains run-
ning between larger cities.
	 Most	of	these	original	cars	were	just	baggage	cars	converted	to	mail	use	but	soon	special	RPO	cars	were	
built, many of them right here in Altoona by the PRR.
	 With	the	use	of	computers	and	e-mail,	less	and	less	mail	was	being	sent	through	the	post	office	which	
resulted	in	less	RPO	use.		The	final	RPO	run	was	June	30	-	July	1,	1977	between	New	York	and	Washington	
D.C.		RPO	numbers	6536	and	6546	were	chose	for	that	run	pulled	by	a	GG1.		That	train	arrived	in	Baltimore	
on	time	but	a	brake	problem	on	car	#6536	forced	it	to	be	taken	off	the	train	and	it’s	mail	finished	the	journey	by	
truck.		The	rest	of	the	train	and	car	#6546	arrived	at	Union	Station	in	Washington	D.C.	at	4:20	a.m.	15	minutes	
late.  When the wheels of that car stopped it marked the end of RPO use in the United States.
 

 But of historic interest to Altoona, is the fact that the last batch of these modern RPO cars were designed 
and built right here and one car, the prototype so to speak, is still here sitting at the Altoona Railroaders Mu-
seum, needing restoration to it’s former glory.
	 The	story	of	this	car	began	back	in	1939	when	the	Post	Office	and	the	PRR	began	working	together	to	
design	and	build	a	new	modern	and	efficient	RPO	car.		Ideas	from	mail	clerks,	Post	Masters	and	PRR	car	ex-
perts	were	put	on	paper	and	the	design	was	developed.		It	took	a	while,	perhaps	due	to	the	war	effort,	but	on	
April	20,	1946	the	new	RPO	car	was	outshopped	in	Altoona.		

 
	 It	was	car	#5239	and	it	was	named	the	“Robert	E.	Hannigan”,	after	the	Post	Master	General	at	that	time.		
It was one of only a small few RPO cars to be named.  It didn’t stay for long in Altoona as it was shipped to 
Chicago for display at the conference of Railway Mail Service Association which was being held there from

Postmark from the last RPO run 
June	30,	1977

The	first	new	RPO	car	#5239	sat	outside	the	car	
shops along Chestnut Avenue in Altoona

on	April	20,	1946



April	22-25,	1946.		As	part	of	that	conference,	the	car	was	dedicated	April	23,	1946	at	the	Union	Station.		(The	
PRR produced a small book about the cars design which I am going to try to copy for this issue of the Coal 
Bucket.)

	 The	car	was	officially	put	into	service	on	May	8,	1946	as	part	of	the	Broadway	limited	running	from	
Chicago	to	New	York	City	in	16	hours.

 More cars of this design were then built here in Altoona but had larger square windows instead of the 
round	porthole	type.		These	cars	were	put	into	the	6500	number	series	and	on	March	31,	1950,	The	Robert	E.	
Hannigan	was	re-numbered	6539.		It	spent	most	of	it’s	active	life	on	the	Broadway	Limited.

Side view of the car showing the original lettering and name that was applied.

Copy	of	an	envelope	from	that	first	run	
with postmark

Photo of the car leaving Chicago enroute 
to New York on one of it’s runs.



 Under Penn Centeral ownership, this car was placed into maintenance of way service as were many pas-
senger	cars	and	RPO	cars	no	longer	needed	for	train	service.		It	was	again	renumbered	PC	28157	and	it	eventu-
ally found it’s way to Cresson, PA used in that service.

	 On	January	21,	1988,	Pat	McKinney,	a	member	of	our	NRHS	Chapter	and	also	a	member	of	the	Key-
stone	Restoration	and	Preservation	group	purchased	the	car	from	Conrail	for	$742.00.		It	was	moved	to	Al-
toona and damaged by Conrail when they pushed it into a stopped engine.  It was eventually taken to the East 
Freedom siding and repairs were made to the coupler by Keystone members and the Everett Railroad.  It was 
planned to use this car as a tool car behind the K-4 on trips but that use did not materialize due to unforeseen 
problems with the K-4.  It was painted primer gray at East Freedom and eventually ownership came to our 
NRHS	Chapter	when	the	Keystone	group	disbanded.		(See	our	history	book	pages	34-35.)
 It made the trip back to Altoona and the ARMM and was painted PRR maroon but is faded and needs 
done again.  The inside is sort of gutted from it’s M&W days.
 Perhaps the Chapter should decide to restore this special car in the future.  The inside could be restored 
by our talented crew and the outside repainted in better paint and then lettered as original.  Then we could build 
a display panel for it as we have for other cars we have restored at ARMM.
	 It	would	be	a	lot	of	work	but	this	“one	off”	special	car	built	here	in	Altoona	should	be	preserved.		It	has	
made	it	almost	73	years	now	but	without	attention	it	will	only	deteriorate	and	be	lost	forever.

 

Later, cars were built with 
larger square windows as 
shown	by	#	6529	in	this	
builders view at Altoona.

The car sitting at Cresson, PA 
Engine Servicing Building near the end

of it’s railroad days.







JUNIATA CHANGES
by Leonard E. Alwine

 

	 About	a	block	away	at	the	bridge	exit	is	a	memorial	which	names	the	8th	Street	Bridge	as	The	Bridge	of	
Freedom.		This	project	was	started	in	2013	when	the	cement	slab	was	built	and	placed	and	dedicated	at	a	service	
on	September	11,	2013.		This	slab	was	made	and	installed	by	myself	and	other	workers	at	Forsht	Concrete	that	
summer as a donation to the memorial.  The County Commissioners provided the bronze plaque.  Since then a 
new	flag	pole	and	the	metal	sculpture	have	been	added	this	fall	along	with	a	new	bench	a		few	feet	away	that	
has a railroad theme.  If you are traveling in the Juniata area it would raise your spirits to take a few minutes and 
stop by these new sites.

The Juniata section of Altoona is home to the 
Norfolk Southern locomotive shops.  

Recently, some new signs erected in the town 
as well as a new turntable at the shops have 

given	train	watchers	a	little	something	different	
to look at in the area.

The	first	is	a	new	sign	welcoming	you	to	
Juniata.  It was built by Shane Michael Rhone 

from	the	Troop	3034	Boy	Scouts	in	
Hollidaysburg	as	his	Eagle	Scout	Project.		

The	sign	is	located	at	8th	Street	and	4th	Avenue	
seen as you cross the bridge over the N.S. 

mainline	and	yard.		He	worked	on	this	project	
for about a year.

Sign at the bridge exit honoring veterans and the new sculpture placed there recently.



Railroad Wheel Bench at Memorial Closeup of the Wheels honoring Vets

	 Then	about	two	blocks	away	at	3rd	Avenue	and	4th	Street	a	new	turntable	has	been	installed	at	the	
locomotive shops.  I am not sure at what date the old turntable was removed but a phone call from Dave Seidel 
prompted me to go and take a look.  Throughout the Fall, progress was made on the pit, preparing it for the new 
turntable.

	 All	was	ready	November	15th	for	the	installation	to	begin.		First	the	new	turntable	was	lifted	off	the	
transport truck and trailer by two large cranes.  The lifting and installation took a little over an hour.  It was an 
extra	cold	day	with	flakes	of	snow	falling,	and	a	large	storm	forecast.		
	 What	was	unique	about	the	lifting	was	that	due	to	the	weight	and	closeness	of	the	area	the	cranes	just	
couldn’t pick it up and drop it into the pit.  The turntable had to be moved back past the one crane so the op-
posite end could be moved sideways under the other crane.  Then that crane had to move it’s end back past it 
as	the	first	crane	moved	it’s	end	back	and	under	it’s	boom.		Then	both	had	to	move	the	table	back	and	over	the	
pit and  begin lowering it.  It was amazing to watch the two crane operators and the man on the ground with the 
radio	move	this	144	ton	piece	without	the	slightest	sway	or	jerk	of	the	cables	supporting	it.

Digging out the old pivot point and 
installing the new circle track

Pouring the new pivot point and 
finishing	grading	the	pit	floor



First end moved in side crane Second end coming around the other crane

Getting	lined	up	on	the	pit	to	
begin the lowering process

Lowered onto the pivot point 
and the edge tracks

	 By	the	time	it	was	set	in	place	it	really	began	to	snow	and	soon	everything	was	under	11	inches	of	the	
white	stuff.		Several	days	later	a	smaller	crane	was	set	up	to	install	the	yellow	railings	etc.	to	finish	the	project.		
	 It	was	nice	to	watch	and	capture	some	of	the	moves	on	film.		(I	took	more	pictures	than	are	shown	in	this	
newsletter.)		It	would	have	been	a	lot	nicer	to	watch	if	it	had	been	50	degrees	warmer	but	sometimes	you	just	
have to put up with Mother Nature and what she deals you if you want to see some railroad changes.  

Getting	lined	up	on	the	pit	to	
begin the lowering process A few days later a smaller crane was in place

to install the yellow railings



HAVING FUN WITH SNOWPLOWS
by Leonard E. Alwine

	 This	past	Fall,	the	City	of	Altoona	Highway	Department	and	Mayor	Matt	Pacifico	devised	a	plan	to	have	
some	of	the	City’s	grade	schools	develop	and	paint	different	scenes	on	five	of	the	snowplows	used	in	the	city.		
The	plain	yellow	plows	were	taken	to	the	different	schools	in	September	and	the	art	students	in	each	school	
came	up	with	a	scene	and	painted	it	on	the	plow	at	their	school.		All	five	of	the	plows	were	then	taken	to	the	Sta-
tion	Medical	Center	at	17th	Street	and	put	on	display.		Some	of	the	scenes	promoted	the	school’s	mascot	while	
others	showed	different	“railroad”	themes,	as	could	be	expected	in	a	railroad	town.
	 The	schools	participating	were:
	 	 Juniata	Gap	-	A	space	rocket	theme
  Irving - A train depicting Benzels & Baker’s Mansion
  Holy Trinity - A snow monster eating the snow
  Juniata - The NS Shop Locomotive
  Pleasant Valley - A steam train

Juniata	Gap	Grade	School Irving	Grade	School

Holy	Trinity	Grade	School

Juniata	Grade	School Pleasant	Valley	Grade	School



LOCAL YARD NEWS



The old Altoona Station with train shed 
for loading passengers.  

(note	the	two	Blue	and	White	flexible	buses	
sitting on what was to become the 

10th	Avenue	Expressway)
Photo from the collection of Elaine Conrad, 

Wopsy Railroad Historian.

GOING UP AND DOWN AT ALTOONA STATION
by Leonard E. Alwine

	 In	the	old	frontier	days	a	train	station	was	right	along	the	tracks	with	a	ticket	booth	that	projected	out	
onto a wooden platform that went from the station to the train tracks and was used by passengers to board the 
trains.
 As city’s grew and developed around the station many times a larger and more modern station was built 
a little away from the tracks with steps, hallways and ramps used to access the trains at track level for loading.  
Sometimes even elevators had to be used to get to these loading platforms.  Such was the case at the Altoona 
Amtrak station.
	 When	the	10th	Avenue	Expressway	was	built	along	the	railroad	tracks	in	Downtown,	the	old	PRR	train	
station had to be torn down as the expressway was planned to run right through that space.



 With this station gone, a travel trailer was used for years as the Altoona Station.  Later, a plan for a new 
station	for	trains,	buses	and	taxi	cabs	was	adopted	which	used	the	first	floor	of	a	parking	garage	built	next	to	the	
old station.
	 The	only	flaw	was	how	to	get	passengers	from	that	station	to	the	new	loading	platforms	across	the	busy	
10th	Avenue	Expressway.		To	do	so,	steps,	an	elevator	system	and	a	bridge	were	built.		Things	worked	rather	
well for many years but elevators, being a machine do wear out, and so did the one at Altoona Station.
 Actually, it did not wear out, it only developed a leak in the hydraulic cylinder which was used to raise 
and lower the elevator car.  (Later another leak was found in the piping to this cylinder).  This, of course put the 
elevator	out	of	service	as	it	could	no	longer	go	up	and	down.		It	was	taken	out	of	service	in	July	2018	and	this	
presented a hardship to older and handicapped passengers.
 A company called Eastern Elevator was called and they determined that the cylinder had to be removed 
and replaced, but that type was no longer made.  So it had to be taken back to the shop and rebuilt.  Also, the 
second	leak	was	in	piping	under	a	cement	floor	so	new	piping	had	to	be	run	above	the	floor	with	holes	cut	into	
two	4	inch	cement	walls	for	this	new	piping.		It	took	a	long	time	and	$45,000.00	to	get	the	repair	made	and	
solve	the	problem.		By	November	2018	the	elevator	was	once	again	going	up	and	down	the	station.
	 Oh,	for	old	days	of	only	a	wooden	platform	between	the	ticket	office	and	the	train!

INTERCHANGE TRACKS

Television Quotes
 Recently heard or seen on TV were some quotes which kind of are related to our Chapter.  First was on 
the	movie	“Miracle	on	34th	Street”	where	a	line	is	said	that	Postmaster	Robert E. Hannigan directed all the let-
ters to Santa Clause be delivered to the courthouse where Santa was on trial.
	 The	second	was	from	the	show	Gilligan’s	Island	when	Thurston	Howe,	the	millionaire,	says	that	if	word	
of	his	fixing	the	turtle	races	ever	gets	back	home	he	will	loose	his	window	seat	on	the	Union League.

Museum Successful
 The Portage Historical Museum has been successful in keeping the old brick road in front of it unpaved.  
(See	article	in	Fall	Newsletter	2018.)
	 Austin	M.	Rodgers,	Vice	President,	informed	me	that	although	the	road	was	paved,	a	100	foot	section	in	
front of the old PRR Station (Museum) was left unpaved.  Also that some bricks were removed from the paved 
areas and the museum is planning to place them beside the museum as a walkway near the tracks.  Anyone 
wishing	to	help	with	this	project	will	be	able	to	purchase	one	of	these	bricks	for	$15	and	it	will	be	engraved	
with the name of a business from old time Portage before being placed in the walk.
	 In	some	cases	you	can	fight	City	Hall	and	win!!



 
UNDER THE WIRE
by Leonard E. Alwine

 In this issue we will have a brief Under the Wire column featuring a photo supplied by fellow trolley 
enthusiast	Jeff	Holland.
 It is a photo of the Third Avenue trolley line at it’s terminus on Pleasant Valley across from Rose Hill 
Cemetery where other Logan Valley bus routes also met.
	 In	the	photo	is	car	#58,	a	1925	Osgood	Bradley	trolley	and	Bus	#65	a	1942	Ford	09B.		Behind	them	out	
of clear site is another Logan Valley bus sitting at the entrance of Rose Hill Cemetery.
 The young boy in the photo is reportedly Harley Burket who lived right down the street from there.







IN MEMORY

ROBERT L. “BOB” SPECK	 	 December	3,	1942	-	December	4,	2018
	 Robert	“Bob”	Speck	recently	passed	away	at	his	home	in	Martinsburg	at	the	age	of	76.		Bob	was	a	for-
mer member of the Horseshoe Curve Chapter NRHS.  He had retired as a Supervisor for Amtrak in Washington 
D.C.  He had also worked for Conrail.
 Bob is survived by his wife Nancy and a daughter, Kim.
 May you rest in peace Bob.

HARLEY WAYNE BURKET	 April	12,	1939	-	January	10,	2019
	 Harley	Wayne	Burket	recently	passed	away	at	UPMC	in	Altoona	at	the	age	of	79.		Harley	was	a	found-
ing member of the Horseshoe Curve Chapter NRHS.  He was not as active in recent years due to health issues.  
He retired from Conrail as Foreman of the Materials Department.
 Harley and his son Kevin had a mobile HO scale train layout which they showed at many events in the 
area.
 Harley is survived by his wife Judith and son Kevin, and also a daughter, Linda.
 May you rest in peace Harley.

Harley Burket with the recently delivered
cars of the Chapter at Brookes Mills

Kevin Burket operating the portable train layout 
built by Harley, his father.




